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ABSTRACT

New, preliminary tau physics results are reported from tau-pair data ac-
quired with the CLEO 11 detector operating at the Cornell Electron Storage
Ring. The tau m~s is measured as m, = 1777.6 + 0.9 + 1.5 MeV/cz by ex-
ploiting the kinematics of events in which both taus decay hadronicdly. The
electronic branching fraction is determined to be B,=O. 1742+0.0015+0.0023
by counting di-electron tau-pair decays and normalizing to luminosity. Using
a similar double-tag method, we me~ure the branching fraction for a single
charged hadron h+ (rr* or K*) accompanied by exactly one rr” ~ B(h*~”v)=
0.2483+0.0015+0.0053. Branching fractions to h* accompanied by two, three,
or four rr”’s, normalized to B(h*~”v), are also presented M 0.348 +0.006
+0.016, 0.042 +0.003 +0.004, and 0.006 +0.002 +0.002, respectively.

1. Introduction

Since discovery of the tau, most me~urements have shown that it behaves

as a sequential heavy lepton as predicted by the Standard Model of electroweak

interactions. The latest generation of improved detectors has been called upon

to resolve two nagging discrepancies from theoretical expectations. The “con-

sistency problem” (or “lifetime puzzle” ), in which the memured tau mms, life-

time, and electronic branching fraction fail to conform to leptonic universality,

could be a harbinger of new physics [4, 5] or a hint to experimerrtalists to more

clo~ly examine their systematic. The ‘one-prong problem, ” [1, 2, 3] wherein
i

me~ured excluiive modes fail to saturate the inclusive one-charged-particle

decay width, in~icates either subtle experimental difficulties or the presence of

unexpected decay modes. This work presents for the first time new, prelimi-

nary tau physics results from CLEO 11that bear directly on both ‘problems.”’

Updated results should be published during the next few months. [6]
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Earlier this year ARGUS reported[7] mr=(1776.3*2.4Al .4) MeV/&, sig-

nificantly below the previous world average[3] vshse of (1784. 1~~~) MeV/&.

Shortly thereafter the BES experiment presented a precision mas? measure-

ment[8] of (1776 .9*0.4 A0.3) MeV/c2, corroborating the indications from AR-

GUS. Section 11explains a new technique uwd on CLEO data to extract a tau

m~s confirming the lower value. Unfortunately, though the reduction reduced

(temporarily) the significance of the consistency problem, it’ did not go nearly

far enough to resolve the issue.

The electronic branching fraction (Be) of tbe tau lepton enjoys a special

role in the Stafidard Model of electroweak interactions as applied to tau decay.

The theory [9] explicitly relates B, to the tau mass m, and lifetime T,. Many

of the tau branching fractions (for T A pvo, rru, Ku, pv, K*v, and 4rrv) can be

expressed [2, 9, 10, 11] as Be times multiplicative factors which include low

energy experimental results. To enable more precise tests of these predictions,

we present in Section 111a new measurement of B, with substantially smaller

errors than any previous single experiment.

The largest decay mode of the tau is to one charged pion and one X“. The

branchingfraction for this mode is not precisely known, with me~ured values

ranging from 2270 to 25~0.[3] Section IV details an analysis yielding the most

precise measurement of this branching ratio to date.

The existing data for branching ratios of tau d-ys to find states corrtain-

ing multiple To’s have been afso relatively imprecise. [3] Section V presents new

me~urements of the branching fractions B(hinxov) for n = 2 and 3, and the

first measurement of B(h*4r”v), where h* represents a charged hadron (T* or

K+). The branching fractions from this analysis are normalized to B(h*rr”v)

since many potential systematic errors tend to cancel.

For all four analyses in this work, tau-pair production and decay proper-

ties (such as reconstruction kinematics, efficiency= for specific decay mod=,

and “feed-across” from other tau decay mod-) are alculated using the KO-

RALB[l 2] T+ T- event generator with a detector simulation baaed on the

GEANT[13] package. Beam-related detector hits are simulated by embed-

ding random trigger events into the Monte Carlo raw data.

CLEO 11is a general purpose detector[14] operating at the Cornell Elec-

tron Storage Ring (CESR) at e+e- center-of-m~s energies near tbe T(4S)

resonance (W =Ecm =2Ebm = 10.6 GeV). The detector components central to

these analyses are tbe tracking system and calorimeter. Wire drift chambers in

a 1.5 T axial magnetic field provide charged particle momentum measurements

with resolution uP/p (70) N (O. 15p)2 + (0.5)2, p in GeV/c, and ionization

loss determination that bas 6.2% resolution on beam energy electrons. Inside

the superconducting magnet coil an array of 7800 CSI(TI) crystals is divided

into a barrel region and two end caps. The 6144 barrel crystals, arranged in a

projective geometry, surround the tracking chambers at -l m radius, covering

ICOSOI<0.82, where O is the polar angle with respect to tbe positron beam

direction. Two identical endcaps, each composed of 828 rectangular crystals,

complete the hermetic coverage over 98% of the mlid angle by covering the

region 0.80 < ICOSOI < 0.98. The barrel calorimeter achieves energy and so-

gular resolutions, respectively, of uE/E (%) = 0.35/@75 + 1.9 – O.lE and

~+ (mr~)=2.8/@ + 2.5, E in GeV. Muons are detected by their penetra-

tion through part or dl of the -l meter of iron surrounding the calorimeter,

which has three equally-spaced gaps in depth, each instrumented with three

wire-chamber layers.

II. M easurement of the Tau Mass

The novel method used here to measure the tau mass exploits’ the kine-

matics in the e+ e– center-of-mass of tau-pair production and decay, as well as

the power of CLEO II. If a detector can fully reconstruct d] decay products

except the neutrino in a non-leptonic tau decay, energy-momentum conserva-

tion constrains tbe unknown tau direction to Ee on a cone around the detected

hadronic system’s net momentum vector. This cone’s half-angle depends upon

the hadronic four-momentum and the tau mass and energy. In the absence

of initial state radiation, both of the two taus have the beam ener~ Ebm and
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emerge from the collision back-t~back. In a tau-pair event wherein bth decay

hadronicdly, the original tau directions must lie on one of tbe two rays formed

by the intersection of the cone from one tau decay and the parity-inversion of

the cone from the other. Both cone half-angles will shrink if the tau maas is

reduced; eventually, the two cones just touch. Since further reduction of the

tau mms yields tau directions which cannot be back-t~back, this degenerate

solution is the “minimum cinematically allowed tau maas” for the event, Mmti.

A simple quadratic equation can be solved for the value of Mmin in events where

both taus have fully reconstructed hadronic decays.

Monte Carlo studies[12] predict that in a perfect detector tbe Mmin distri-

bution exhibits a pileup of events just below the tau mass, followed by a sharply

falling edge and a very small high-mass tail. In the non-ideal case, several fac-

tors can contribute to a softening of the sharp edge, to the high-mass tail, and

potentially to a change in the position and slope of the edge: initial and final

state radiation; missing or unreconstructed particles; misidentification of lep-

tonic decays; uncertainty in the knowledge of the neutral energy and charged

momentum scales for the detector; background from non-tau-pair events; de-

tector resolution smearing of the kinematic quantiti~; rr/K misidentification

and other mism~urements of the hadronic system; uncertainty in the knowl-

edge of the beam ener~ and the beam energy spread; and uncertainty in the

knowledge of the tau neutrino mass.

Events are selected in which both taus decay hadronically to one charged

particle and O, 1, or 2 n“’s. Compared with other topologies, these 1-vs-1 events

with rr”’s are relatively free of hadronic background and have large brancbing

ratios. Topologies involving three charged particle decays have not yet been

used; they will have somewhat less stat istical power, higher background, tiore

dependence on the momentum scale, and less dependence on the calorimeter

ener~ scale.

Events are required to have exactly two reconstructed charged tracks of

opposite charge and separated in angle by ? 90°. Both tracks must have more

than 100 MeV/c of momentum transverse to the beam. To reject Bhabh~,

no more than one track can have momentum exceeding 0.85Ebm and the total

visible energy in the calorimeter must be less than 85~0 of ~m. Showers in the

calorimeter are used to make To’s if they are unmatched to the charged tracks,

lie in the barrel region (I cos 01 < 0.71), and have energy > 40 MeV. Shower

pairs must lie within three standard deviations of the rr” m~s (U77 N (5-

9 MeV/c2). Defining the quantity S77 = (m~~ – m=o)/uTT, this cut corresponds

to ]S77[ <3. The event is rejected if any unused neutral showers of more than

100 MeV remain. Each reconstructed rr” is then associated with the charged

track nearest to it in space angle. No more than two rr”’s may be ~sociated

with each charged track, and there must be at Iemt one rr” in each event.

To reject leptonic decays, a charged track untisociated w-ith rr”’s must leave

a shower in the calorimeter with ener~ less than 85~0 of its momentum (to

reject e*), and not penetrate four interaction lengths of material in the outer

muon detection system (to reject p+). In order to reject background from tw~

photon physics, the visible energy in the event (charged traks and rr”’s) must

exceed 0.4E cm, and the visible momentum transverse to the beam must exceed

500 MeV/c.

If an event appears with more than one valid combination of photons in

rr”’s, both combinations are used in the analysis; this happens less than l% of

the time. For each valid ~~ combination, the rr”’s are kinemati~ally constrained

to the To m~s. The four-vectors of the two hadronic systems are formed, from

which the value ,of Mmh is calculated. Approximately 870 &f all events are

discarded because the visible ener~ of a hadronic system is larger than the

beam ener~ or /ts invariant m~s is larger than Mmin.

In a dataset with total luminosity 1.43fb-l, corrmponding to 1.31M pr~

duced tau-pairs, a total of 28892 combinations pass all cuts. The Mm~ dis-

tribution~ are shown in Fig. 1. The predicted pileup just below the tau m~s,

the sharp’ drop, and the high-mms tail are all evident. The shape of the M&

distribution is the same in both data and Monte Carlo. Tbe Monte Carlo pre-
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diets that events in the high-mass tail have either hard initial state radiation

or unreconstructed or misidentified particla.
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Fig. 1. (a) The Mini” distribution and fit forthedata (squares, solid curve)
and in the Monte Carlo (triangles, dashed curve). (b) An expanded view of
Mini”. The Monte Carlo was generated with amass of 1.7841 GeV/c2. The
arrows show the location of the fitted tau mass. The vertical scale for the
Monte Carlo is arbitrary.

Both the data and Monte Carlo Mini” distributions are fitted with an empir-

ical shape, composed of an arctangent curve, falling from 1 to O in the vicinity

of theecfge, with its position and slope as fit parameters; a fourth-order poly-

nomind multiplying the arctangent to model the fdloff at masses below the

edge; and a first-order polynomind to model the high-m~s tail. The parame-

tersgoverning thetwopolynomials are determined from tbe Mmh distribution

in the Monte Carlo. only the overall normalization and position of the arctan-

gent curve arevaried to fit the data. Tbefits are shown assuperimposed curves

on Fig. 1. Here, a tau m~s of 1784.1 MeV/cz was used in tbe Monte Carlo.

The fitted position of theedge in Monte Carlo depends finearly onthe input tau

m~s over the entire range of interest.

From Monte Carlo simulations, background from hadronic events (BE and

continuum) are expected to be negligible. Background from tw~photon events

is less than l~o. None of these backgrounds produce structure in the MmiB

distribution near the tau mass.

Uncertainties in neutral or charged particle measurements can potentially

Ieadtochanges intheposition and slope of theedgeintbe Mini, distribution,

as can slight variations in the beam ener~, the event selection criteria, or the

fitting procedure. A non-zero tau neutrino mass afso alters the reaultirrg tau

mass. Thecontributions tothesystematic error aresummmimd in Table l,in

which the uncertainty in each important variable v are listed along with the

observed slopes dmr/du and the resulting error assignment in m,.

Table 1: Sources of Error in the Tau Mass Measurement

Variable u dmr/dv Au Amr (MeV/c2)

Calorimeter ener~ 4 MeV/% +0.3% 1.2

Momentum 8 MeV/% +0.1% 0.8

Beam energy 3 MeV/% +0.03% 0.1

Vary cuts — 0.5

Tau neutrino mass – +35 MeV 0.9

The dependence of the fitted mass on shifts of s~le (dmr/dv) waa deter-

mined by varying the appropriate scale, in both data and hlonte Carlo, and
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refitting the Mmin distributions. The dependence of the edge position on frac-

tional changes of scale was in good agreement between data and Monte Carlo

for all variables. The calorimeter ener~ scale is established by comparing the

position of the mass peak in the decay rr” ~ ~~ in data and Monte Carlo.

The momentum scale in data and Monte Carlo is estabhshed by me~uring

the position of mass peaks in hadronic events from the decays Ks ~ rr+z-,

DO ~ K-rrt, D+ ~ K-~fx+, A ~ p+ T-, and J/+ ~ p+p–. A tau neutrino

mass different from zero will shift the position of the edge; the shift is quadratic

in the neutrino mass.

The final result is m, = 1777.6 + 0.9 + 1.5~~:~ MeV/#, where the errors

are from statistics, systematic, and uncertainty on the tau neutrino mass,

respectively, This measurement agrees well with the recent measurements from

BES[8] and ARGUS. [7]

Mass mewurements made at r+r- threshold are independent of the tau

neutrino mass. Our mr increases if the tau neutrino mms is greater than zero.

By requiring consistency between this and the threshold mwurements[3, 8] at

the 1.64 standard deviation level, we derive a 95% confidence level upper limit

on the tau neutrino mass of 71 MeV/c2.

III. Electronic Branching Eaction

The method used for measuring Be is breed on counting e+e– annihilation

events wherein both resulting taus decay to electrons, and normalizing to the

number of tau pairs produced. This technique[15] directly me~ures BC2, and

hence errors in Be are halved (except those involving individual track efficien-

cies). These events also provide an ided territory to search for QED radiation

that occurs during the decay process. There has been only one previou$ ob-

servation[16] of photons attributed to tau decay radiation, which w= made in

~ ~ ~vfi7 with IOW statistics. This work presents a mnclusive observation’ of

photons from electronic tau decay.

The branching fraction B, is computed with

where Nd is the number of events found in the data; the ~’s are background

fractions from non-di-electron tau-pair decays (~,~), e+e-(~~) final states (~~e),

four electron find states (j,,cc), and tw~photon tau-pair production (f~,~~);

c1 is the trigger efficiency; e. is the acceptance for tau-pair di-electron decays;

Ce is the electron identification efficiency per particle; a~ is the point cross

section at s= 1 GeV? (86.856 rib); (1 +6) is the factor correcting the point cross

section for initial and final state radiation and the tau mass; and Li is the

measured integrated luminosity taken at center-of-m=s energy & (in GeV).

Each of these quantities is evaluated below, and is given with its statistical

error appearing prior to its systematic error.

Radiative Bhabhas and tw~photon events present potentially the largest

background to di-electron tau-pair decays. Such events have other interacting

particles in the final state which are either seen (as extra tracks or showers)

or escape detection (by exiting near the beam line or overlapping with another

particle). Conversely, electronic tau-pair decays have four unseen neutrinos

which are not strongly collimated along either the initial or find state electron

directions. These considerations lead to the following selection criteria. Two

good charged tracks are required, each with ICOSOI< 0.71 ‘and with scaled

momentum X+ = p+c/Ebm >0.1. The acoplanarity ( of the t~o tracks, defined

as the azimuthal acollinearity in radians, must satisfy 0.15 < ( < 1.5. This

forces some miss~ng momentum away from the beam direction and each of the

tracks, but does not allow two tracks to lie in the same hemisphere. The missing

momentum must point at wide angles to the beam line (lcosOmh\< 0.75), and

the component of the scaled missing momentum transverse to the beam must

satisfy X{ > 0.22. No calorimeter shower of more than 0.1Ebm unassociated

with a charged track is permitted. Finally, for electron identification, each

track’s calorimeter energy to drift chamber momentum ratio (’E/p”) must
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satisfy 0.85<E/pc <1.10, and its specific ionization in the drift chamber must

be no more than two standard deviations below that expected for an electron.

3211 events satisfy all these requirements. By comparing the rates ~t which

these events pass combinations of different online hardware triggers,[14, 17] the

trigger efficiency ci=(98.99+0.13+ 0.23)% is determined.

The acceptance for hfonte Carlo events is c.=(1 1.17+0.07+0.18)%. The

dominant losses are from rejection on the basis of missing transverse momen-

tum, polar angl~ of tbe tracks, and minimum track momentum. Two con-

tributions are added in quadrature for the systematic error in c.: a relative

+1.0% uncertainty to account for possible inaccuracies in detector modeling,

and a relative + 1.?70 for simulation of tau decay. Decay radiation causes a rel-

ative efficiency reduction of *1 OYO,mostly due to the softening of the electron

momentum spectrum.

The tau-pair total cross section multiplier, computed by KORALB toor-

der a3, is (1 + 6)=1.1783+0.0004+0.01 18. The relative systematic error from

a4 corrections h= been estimated[l 2] at ~lYo. The Berends-Kleiss tau-pair

generator[18] gives a consistent value for (1 t ~).

The electron identification efficiency c, h= been determined from a combi-

nation of radiative Bhabha events from the data, which provide several thou-

sand tracks in every 250 MeV/c momentum bin, and Monte Carlo. The

resulting efficiencies are -9970 for E/P < 1.10, -99% for E/P > 0.S5 and

-98% for the specific ionization requirement. Applying these efficiencies to

the Monte Carlo tau-pair sample on a track-by-track basis on every event,

the overall di-electron identification efficiency c: can be computed, resulting in

CC=(g6.05+0.39)Yo. The error assigned to c~ accounts for its small dependence

on charge, momentum, polar angle, and time, as well as for the purity of the

data sample selected to contain electrons.

The background predictions from four sources are modeled in Monte Carlo

by the applicable event generator coupled with detector simulation.[13] TWO-

pl)oton predictions[19] of \,,,e= (0.62 +0.16 +0.31)% and ~~=~r= (038 ●0.Og

+0. 19)% account for topologia where two find state electrons =cape at ex-

treme polar angles. Annihilation into tau pairs[12] yields background when

One’tau days to evti but the other hadronicdly; in the r~ult, jr,= (0.63

+0. 15 +0.32)%, the systematic error incorporates uncertainties in tau branch-

ing fractions and hadronic resporrw[20] of the CLEO 11detector and its simu-

lation. Bhabha events were simulated with the BHLUMl[21] program, yielding

je,=(o.o:::;)%.

There is a background cross-check available from the data. The angle

e~ = sin-l[.Y(/( 2 -X+ -x- )] (2)

is the minimum polar angle of unseen particles that preserves momentum and

energy conservation. Tau-pair Monte Carlo and data are in excellent agree-

ment for ~M > 10° (a region populated by -91~0 of the events), but there is an

excess of 28+17 data events for ~M < 10° (where there is no =lorimeter cover-

age for vetoing extra particles). The ee~~, eeee, an d ee~r simulations predict

- ot~, -17+5, and -7+3 events7 rapectively, in this region, for a total of

24~~1 (statistical errors only), indicating Bhabba and tw~photon backgrounds

are adequately simulated. The systematic errors assigned to ~CeCCand jecrr

account for possible discrepancies beneath the statistical power of this compar-

ison.

The QED processes e+e–~ e+e– and e+e– ~ ~~ are used to measure the

luminosity. The analyses demand at least two showers with ener~ >0.5Ebm

and ICOSOI< 0.77. Because electrons follow curved trajectories, the event is

cl~sified as an e+e– final state if the two showers have acoplanarity ~ >0.04;

otherwise, and if there are no charged tracks, it is ailed ~~. The visible

cross sections of 11.77 nb and 1.222 nb at Ebm=5.2g GeV are computed with

the applicable generators[21, 22] combined with detector simulation .[13] The

Bhabha luminosityis N1 .5% smaller than the ~~ result over all run periods.

The weighted average of the e+e- and ~~ measurements is 1.112 fi-l. The

systematic error on each of the two event rates is +1.870> Which is dominated
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for both processes by the luminosity variation with the ICOS81requirement.

The polar angle distributions are shown in Fig. 2. The emors are correlated

with each other because of their dependence on crystal r=ponse; the averaged

Bhabha-~~ luminosity hm precision +1 .5%. Data were acquired at the T(4S)

resonance (fi=10.58 GeV) and just below on the continuum (fi=10.52 GeV)

in the ratio of ~2:1 so that E, L,/s, =9965+149.
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Fig. 2. Polar angle distributions for (a) Bhabhas, and (b) ~~’s, used in the
luminosity measurement for data (squares) and Monte Carlo (histograms,).

The parameters used to compute Be=17.42+0.15+0.23 are summarized

in Table 2. The final errors in Be are separated into the statistical error on

the number of data events and the systematic error which includ= dl others,

even those attributed to statistics in the lines above. The statistid error

of slightly less than 1% and the systematic error of shghtly more tha l~o

mmbine for a *1.670 total error. The dominant contributions to the error, in

descending order of importance, are Monte Carlo acceptanu, luminosity, total

cross section, and electron identification. Uncertainty in Ec from backgrounds

and trigger efficiency are much smaller. This and the previous CLEO restit[23]

are independent measurements b-use they rely on data taken with different

detectors.

Table 2: Parameters used to compute B. and its errors

Name Value *u(stat) +a(syst) u(BC)/Be(%)

Nd 3211 k57 0.88

frr 0.0063 +0.0015 AO.0032 0.17

w
~e 0.9605 +0.0039 0.41

0.9899 ~0.0013 +0.0022 0.13

(1;6) 1 17Q3 to.0004 +0.0121 0.51

XL: /S. ,

8. I 0.1

,/1 -.-.”” -

Si 9965 *149 0.75

1742 +0.0015 +0.0023 1.60

1

The agreem~nt between data and Monte Carlo for the kinematic variables

involved in eve~t selection is excellent as shown in Fig. 3. The value of Be is

quite stable with respect to alterations in selection criteria, detector calibration,

and physics assumptions. When all selection criteria are loosened individudly,

or tightened done or in concert, recomputing the efficiency and background

for each be, tbe relative changes in Be are less than +0.6%. The acceptance

changes by Ac@/ca=+ 11YO to –5670 with t heae ~ternate event sampl~; the

background subtraction doubles for some of tbe looser sets and halves for some
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Fig. 3. Distributions in data (squares) and Monte Carlo (histograms) in (a)
acoplanarity /, (b) scaled transverse momentum Xi, (c) IcosOmis1,and (d) scaled
electron momentum X+ (two entries per event).

of the tighter one. While the observed variations are consistent with statistiml

fluctuations in the data and uncertainties in the modified background subtrac-

tions, the systematic error in cc also accommodat~ such changes in B,. Be

has been computed separately for data taken in seven consecutive run periods

of comparable luminosity. The seven values are statistically consistent with

each other, M are the results confined to data taken below and on the T(4s)

resonance. The effects of uncertainties in tau mass and tau neutrino mass are

negligible. If the Michel parameter[3] were actually p=O.70 instead of the value

predicted for a pure V–A current (0.75), the value for Be presented here would

need to be reduced by 0.9% of itself.

Using the recently measured tau mass[8] m,=(1776.9+0.4+0 .3) MeV/&

and the value of Be reported here, the Standard Model prediction [4] for the

lifetime is T, =(284.4+4.5) fs, substantially lower than recently quoted mea-

surement averages of (305+6) fs[3] and (298.5+4.4) fs. [24] Should the discrep-

ancy persist despite improved measurements, solving this puzzle would d] for

new physics. [4, 5]

2540992-005
I I I , ! I I 1 1 1 1 I I 1 1 I 1 I I 1 I I

0.02 0.04 0.06

Scaled Photon Energy

0.08 0.1

Fig. 4, Distribution of scaled photon energy for tbe highest energ isolated
barrel shower per event in data (squares), Monte Carlo with decay radiation
included (upper histogram) or excluded (hashed histogram). The bin with
scaled photon energy <0.002, which haa =70Y0 of the events, is suppressed.

The excellent agreement between tbe data and Monte Carlo in many vari-

abl= gives some confidence that tbe decay radiative corrections are simulated

correctly. The most convincing distribution is the ener~ spectrum of the

highest ener~ photon per event with ICOSOI<0.8 as shown in Fig. 4. Compar-

isons are quantified above scaled photon ener~ of 0.02 (N106 MeV) b-use
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at such energies the number of fake photons expected is negligible; at lower

energies random beam- related showers and satellites from the elect ron showers

become significant. Tbe Monte Carlo predicts 440+7+14 events with a ph~

ton exceeding this cutoff, and that the photons originate as decay radiation

(186 events), bremsstrahlung in the detector materiaf (180), initid/firrd state

radiation (64), and from T–pair background (10). The number in the data,

(453+21) events, is consistent with this prediction; it exceeds that predicted

by Monte Carlo without decay radiation by 187+22+14 events, where the first

error is statistical and the second includes uncertainty in the amount of mate-

rial and background fractions. The absence of decay radiation is excluded by

more than seven standard deviations.

In conclusion, a measurement of the tau lepton electronic branching fraction

has been performed by normalizing di-electron events to luminosity. The value

is consistent with and as precise = the previous world average. [3] The number

and energy spectrum of photons in the di-electron sample agree with Monte

Carlo only if tau decay radiation is included. This marks the first observation

of 7 + euu~.

W. Measurement of B(h+mov)

Here a precision measurement of B(h*rr”v) is presented using the h+rrotir

vs. h–rrovr topology, where h* refers to either rr+ or K*. The advantages

of this double-tagging approach are that errors associated with event munting

are halved and backgrounds from non-T+ T – events are readily made smafl. To

fully exploit these advantages, it is important to understand the no reconstruc-

tion efficiency as well ~ migration from other r+r– topologies. The value

for B(h*x”v) is calculated using a formula analogous to Eq. (1), except that

the electron identification efficiency is not present, and the backgrounds are

understood to be those applicable to this process.

The h*rr”v7 mode ‘is dominated by p+vr, but dso receives contributions

from I{*vr, p’vr, and non-resonant h*sr”vr modes. Modes containing an un-

observed Z{Lor w + ~rr” are considered to be feed-across, i.e., background for

which a correction will be applied. The final branching ratio does not include

such modes.

The dataset used for this me~urement is the same as for m, above; the

selection criteria only tighten those used in Section 11 except that 1S77I < 4

(instead of 3), and showers unassociated with tracks or rr”’s with Icos 81>0.71

must be less than 200 MeV (instead of 100). The tracks must have momentum

exceeding 0.1 Ebm/c. Each rr” energy must exceed 0.1 Ebm after application of

the mass constraint. Reconstructed rTo’sare then msociated with the charged

particle nearest in space angle; each charged particle must have exactly one

associated r“. The visible energy of the h+rroh-~o system must exceed 0.4Ecm

and the visible momentum transverse to the beam axis pt-o,, must exceed

200 MeV/c to suppress background from two-photon physics while accepting

the signal events containing two unobserved neutrinos. Events are required to

satisfy a subset of the possible CLEO triggers to ensure a reliable estimation of

the trigger efficiency. A total of 6835 events p~s these selection criteria. The

tri~er efficiency for these events is ct=0,9S8+0.001 *0.006.

The To – To signal is then extracted from Fig. 5(a), where we plot the

quantity S77 for one photon pair versus the other. The cut on 1S77j is loosened

in this figure. WJeperform a two-dimensional fit to extract the rr”rro component

from the remaining n“~y and ~~~~ topologies. The fit function uses a Gaussian

shape with a low-mass power-law tail to describe the non-Gaussian energy

response of the calorimeter, and a linear background. Alterna~ively, signal and

sideband regional are defined in which the signal region is defined by IS771 <4

and a sideband ,subtraction performed. All these methods yield consistent

results for the branching fraction, and the observed spread provides an estimate

of the systematic error associated with the rr” – rTosignal extraction method.

The sideband-subtraction method yields 6522 events, corresponding to a 4.5%

non-rr”nol contribution within IS771 <4.

The cuts

ties, even at

1!

described above were optimized to reduce systematic uncertain-

the expense of overall efficiency. Tight cuts are made on well-
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Fig. 5. (a) The quantity S77 E (m,, – mfl )/aT, for one photon pair versus
the other in the data. (b) The S77 distribution for the data (squares) and the
Monte Carlo (histogram).

simulated kinematical quantities such ss energies and angles of reconstructed

particles. bser cuts are applied on strongly detector-dependent quantities

such ss the presence of showers, which may result from hadronic interactions

in the calorimeter. Because of this, feed-across from 7t 7- modes with different

To topologies is not negligible, and must be estimated using the Monte Carlo

simulation.

The overall reconstruction efficiency for the expected mix[3] of r*rr” and

I{* rr”~odes is c. =0.0692 +0.000 S+0.0022, where the error is from Monte Carlo

statistics and the second is systematic (examined below). This efficiency in-

cludes the B2(rro A ~~). Also included are corrections for effects not well-

simulated in the Monte Carlo. For example, the extra-photon veto efficiency

depends on understanding hadronic shower in the CsI. An independent data

sample of ~~ 4 2( X+X-) events was studied to evaluate the accuracy of the

simulation, resulting in an additional relative l~o mrrection.

The systematic error associated with this efficiency is evaluated by com-

paring distributions for a large range of kinematical variabl- betwen data

and Monte Carlo. The rr” sigrrd and background shape, expressed in terms

of the quantity S77, is shown in Fig. 5(b) for data and Monte Carlo. The

GEANT-baseddetectorsimulationaccuratelysimulat= both the Gaussiancore

and non-Gaussiantails in the distribution. The distributionsof severalother

kinematicalvariablesare compared in Figs. 6(a)-(d). In these figures, we have

applied a rr” mass constraint to the neutraf particles and energy loss corrections

to the charged particl=. Good agreement is seen in all cases.

All cuts on kinematical variables are varied over a wide range, including a

variety of different extra shower veto criteria, and the resulting branching frac-

tion is observed to be stable to within +1.570 of itself. The data are split into

nine subsamples in time, and dso into subsamples collected on and off the T(4S)

resonance. The variations in the resulting branching fractions are consistent

within statistical fluctuations. From these studies, we estimate the relative

systematic error on the reconstruction efficiency to be +370.

The following processes, with their estimated contributions to the find

+ - b=kground: e+e-sample, were considered as sources of non-~ ~ + q~

where q = u, d,s, c (0.2S+0.08+0.08 )YO; e+e- a BE (<0.04~0 at 90~o con-

fidence level); e+e- ~ e+e-7+r-[25] (0.09 +0.05 +0.0S)%; other tw~photon

(low-~-o:~) prm- (such = e+e- - e+e-ptp-) (<0.95%, estimated by

comparing the shap~ of the Eti and ~–”i~ distributions between data and

Monte Carlo).

To determine the amount of feed-across from other 7+7- modes, we use

Monte Carlo for efficienci~ for each mode. htios of branching fractions for

multi-x” modes to that of the signal are ~timated by averaging the values from

reference 3 with the more precise results in Section V. The largest source of

feed-across is from events of the topology h+ro vs. h+~”ro, which has efficiency

1.3%, about one-fifth of that for the sigrraf. Taking into account the ratio of

branching fractions, that mode constitutes 12% of the events from all T+r-

sources. The background fraction from all feed-across mod= (including modes
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Fig.6. Kinematical distributions forthedata (squares) and forthe KORALB
Monte Carlo (histogram). Cuts aremade onthese quantities in(a) –(c). The
distribution is shown after allcuts except fortheone in question, and the cut
position is indicated. (a) thevisible energy scaled tothe beam energy; (b) the
scaled mom~ntum of the charged pions (two entries per event); (c) the scaled
energy of the neutral pions (two entries per event); (d) the mass of the charged
hadron (assumed to beapion)andthe z”.

containing l(L, 1<s, and o + y~” decays), is (14.0 +0.3 + 1.O)YO,where the

first error is from Monte Carlo statistics and the second from uncertainties

in efficiencies for the feed-across modes and the assumed ratios of branching

fractions.

The number of tau pairs produced is computed as in Section III. Because

events with extra photons m low as 100 MeV are vetoed in this analysis, there

is potentially extra sensitivity to the accuracy of the radiative corrections cal-

culation. This leads toamore conservative theoretical error on (l+6)of +1.5Y0.

With the parameters shown in Table 3, the branching ratio is calculated to

be B(h*~”v) =0.2483+0.0015+0.0053 where the first error is statistical and

the second systematic. This measurement is consistent with and more precise

than the previous world average value. [3]

Table 3: Parameters used tocompute B(h*n”v) and its error

(lt6)

EL: /si

?(hirrov

Value +u(stat) +o(syst)

6522 +81

0.140 +0.003 +0.010

0.0009 +0.0005 *0.0005

0.00 +0.0095

0.0025 *0.0008 *0.0008
0.0692 *0.0008 *0.0022
0.989 tO.001 ●0.006

1.1783 +0.0004 +0.0177

12812 +192

0.2483 +0.0015 +0.0053

a(B)/B (~0)

0.62

0.52

0.04

0.48

0.06

1.69

0.30

0.75

0.75

2.22

The measure: branching fraction includes contributions from the decay

r+ + I{*+vr, where 1{$+ ~ If+rro. Using the world average for the former

decay branching fraction, [3] and assuming no other contributions to the signal,

redetermine B(r*r”vr) =0.2435+0.0055. Normalizing to the new CLEO 11

electronicbranching fraction (presented in Section III), B(~+~ovT)/Be = 1.40+

0.03. Thisagrees with the CVCprediction[l l,4]of B(~*rovr)/Be =l.33+O.O7

(updated for the recent tau mass measurements[7, 8]).

II
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V. Measurement of B(h*n~”u)

To study multi-rr” single-prong ~ decays, we identify the decay of the re-

coiling (’tag’) ~. There are two independent analyses, one using lepto~ic (evti,

pvV)tags; andoneusing three-prong (3h*[r”]v) tags. Events with 1-1 and 1-3

charged track topologies and zero net charge are selected. The opening angle

betweerr thecharged tracks intbe l-1 toPology must exceed 90~; l-3 events are

divided into two hemispheres by the plane perpendicular to the axis defined by

the highest mom~ntum track. Only one track may have more than 0.85Eb~,

and at least two tracks must project back to the e+e– interaction point. For

leptonic (3-prong) tags, thetotal energy deposited in the calorimeter must be

less than 0.85E.m (0.75 Ecm), and the total visible energy Evi~ must exceed

0.2Ec~ (0.3 Ec~), ~suming observed charged particles to be pions. The data

sample used corresponds to integrated luminosity of 670 pb–], corresponding to

NO.61M produced ~+7- pairs.

Electrons are identified above 0.5 GeV/c as in Section III. Muons above 1.0

GeV/care found by projecting tracks to hits in muon counters located behind

at le~t three absorption lengths of iron. QED backgrounds to the lepton tag

sample are minimized by requiring the net missing momentum to point into

the detector, the net transverse momentum of the tracks to exceed 200 MeV/c,

and the ratio of the vector- to scalar-sum of the charged track momenta to

exceed 0.05. For three-prong-tagged events, hadronic background is suppressed by

requiring that the event missing mass, [ (E~m- Evis )2 – j~i,] 1/2, be between 0.5

and 7.0 GeV/cz. Radiative Bhabhacvents with converted photons are rejected

by allowing nomorethan oneidentified electron.

Candidate photons are formed from clusters of crystal hits for the barrel

(lcos Ol <0.80 )andendcap (0.8< ICOSOI<0.95 )regirms of the calorimeter.

Clusters ~sociated with charged particles are ignored, and wc reject events

with appreciable energy deposition in tbe endcaps. The criteria for photons

and To reconstruction depend on the type of tag. For three-prong-tagged events,

bakrel(cndcap) clustcrsofencrgy E7 >60(100) MeVarcpartitioncd according

tothehemispheres defined bythetrwks. Thethree-prong hemisphere mayconttin

no more than two such photons, and the invariant mass of all detected particles

in each hemisphere must be less than 1.7 GeV/c2. The net momentum in each

hemisphere must also point into the barrel region. We form ~“’s using only

barrel photons in the one-prong hemisphere and reject events having unused

barrel photons of energy above 60 MeV.

Inthe lepton-tagged analysis, photons used to reconstruct r“’smust lie in

the barrel and have ET >60 MeV, except for the T - h*4rr”v, decay, where

photons m soft ~ 30 MeV are used. Photons within20° ofelectrorr or muon

initial directions are ignored. Photons forming rr“s must satisfy the following

requirements: at least one photon must have ET > 80 MeV; the angle between

the two photons must be < 135°; the momentum vector of each rr” candidate

must lie within90° of the charged pion direction; and the energy of any unused

barrel photon maynotexceed 100MeV. Acandidate event picture forap- vs.

z+3rro event is shown in Fig. 7.

For each no multiplicity hypothesis, the combination of Ko candidates in an

event with the lowest value of the “reduced n~” X2” is chosen, where X~XO =

~ ~~=1 (mi - m,0)2/0~,. Here ml is the effective mass of the two photons

forming the ith rr” candidate, and am, is the uncertainty on m, (typically 6-8

MeV/c2). Finally, an event must satisfy a loose (x~,O )min cut to survive ~

a candidate. The n*(nrr”) invariant mass spectra for events from all tags are

shown in Fig. 8.

Table 4 gives, for each tag and each rr” multiplicity, the number of events

found in the data, background fractions, efficiency relative to B(hirrov), and

B(h*nrr”v)/B(h* ~ov). The contamination from events in which unrelated

photons form a rr” candidate (~=o) is evaluated from the tails of the X2 dis-

tributions. After subtraction of this background, hadronic background (~h)

for the lepton-tagged sample is estimated from a Monte Carlo simulation. In

order to determine fh for the three-prong-tagged sample, from the data we select

hadronic events with criteria identical to the 1-3 tau-pair selection described
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Fig. 7. Side view ofp– vs. ~+3rro event in the CLEO II detector. The p– is
shown coming out of the page toward the left and is labelled as track 1.

earlier, except that the m=s of the 3h+ candidate must exceed 2.o GeV/c2,

and any number of photons is permitted in the three-prong hemisphere., Since

the correlation between the m~s distributions of the two hemispheres is small,

we obtain the hadronic background in the three-prong-tagged sample by normal-

izing the one-prong mws (Ml) spectrum of the hadronic events to the one-prong

mass spectrum of the T candidates in the region Ml > 2.0 GeV/c2, which is

dominated by hadrons.

Branching fractions for the multi-r” ~ decays are computed using the num-

bers ofselected events and efficiencies, and background contributions listed in

hk3~0 Mass(GeV/c*)

2541192-008

200 i

o I 2

hf2m0 Mass (GeV\c2)

hk4~0Mass(GeV/c2)

Fig. 8. Invariant hin~o mass spectra. Data from leptonic and three-prong tags
are combined for events in the 1-, 2-, and 3-rr” samples. Only lepton-tagged
events are shown for the 4=0 cue.

J

Table 4. Since the ratios of the multi-~” branching fractions enter explicitly in

the estimate of ~~, we iterate until consistency is reached. [26] The final column

of Table 4 lists the resulting ratios of branching fractions.

The dominant source of systematic uncertainty for both leptonic and three-

prong-tagged analyses is the nr”-finding efficiency. The uncertainty in this

efficiency arises from possible deficiencies in the Monte Carlo simulation of

photon and hadronic interactions in the calorimeter. The overall uncertainty is
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Table 4: Parameters with statistical errors for the B(hinrrou)

Mode
(x)

hizov

h*4rr”t

Tag Evts. fro

I
jh

e 8935 2.2 * 0.1 <0.1
p 7470 2.3 h 0.1 <0.1
3h 8603 1.9 + 0.2 2.7 + 0.1

e 1639 4.1 * 0.3 <0.4
p 1434 3.7+ 0.3 < 1.0
3h 1439 4.8 & 0.7 3.9 * 0.3

e 111 11*2 <6
100 11+2 <6

ih 85 14+6 16+3

e 9 14+6 < 10
12 15+6 < 10

!h 4 50+ 25 25+ 25

f, Relative
Eff.(%)

3.8 + 0.1 100
3.9 * 0.1 100
2.7 + 0.3 100

2.6 + 0.2 53.9 * 0.7
2.6 + 0.2 53.5 + 0.8
0.5 + 0.5 46.4 + 1.7

8.6 i 1.3 25.5 + 2.6
8.4 + 1.6 26.4 + 0.7
2.5 * 1.0 18.8 * 1.7

4.3 + 2.3 18.8 + 1.2
4.3 + 2.3 16.7 +1.4

3+3 8.3 + 1.7

B(h*n~”v)
U(h*rr”v)

‘1
1
1

0.337 * 0.009
0.360 + 0.011
0.352 + 0.012

0.042 + 0.005
0.044 + 0.005
0.039 + 0.006

0.005 + 0.002
0.008 + 0.003

<0.01

determined by varying the energy, angle and multiplicity requirements imposed

on photons. The ~“-firrding efficiency ischcckedby pcrformingasemi-inclusive

analysis of Bh2=0/Bhr0 (Bh3X0/B~=o) in which the Monte Carlo and data en-

ergy spectra of unused photons arecompared for eventsin which one(two)rr”’s

have been rccorrstructed. From theses tudiesw eestimater ”reconstructionun-

certainties of 4.l~o, 8.170, and 30~o for the 2-, 3-, and 4-r” results, respectively.

The error duc to the rr” signal extraction method is estimated by com-

paring the results of n-dimensional sideband subtractions to the X2 method,

and also by considering all rr” combinations instead of only the “best” one.

Uncertainties in modeling thctrigger eficicncy predetermined from the data,

comparing parallel trigger streams with different energy and tracking require-

ments. Systematic errors in the hadronic background subtraction are obtained

from studies of (hadron-dominated) 3-3 topology events selected with the same

criteria as the 1-3 events. The ~ background subtraction is studied by varying

the input branching ratios used in the ~ Mcrntc Carlo over a rangcpermittcd

by existing mcasurcments.[3] For ~h3T0/~h=0, significant contributions to the

qverall systematic error arise from signal extraction (5.5%) and T background (5.070).

The results from the different tags are averaged, weighted by statistical

and “independent systematic errors added in quadrature. Errors due to sig-

nal extraction, rr” reconstruction, and ~~ are added in quadrature with

theindependent systematic errors. Theresulting branching fraction ratios are

B(h*2x”v)/B(h*zov)= 0.348 +0.006 +0.016, B(h+3rrov)/B(h* ~ou)= 0.042

+0.003 +0.004, and B(h*4r”v)/B(h*rov)= 0.006 +0.002 +0.002, where the

first error is statistical and the second systematic.

Using the new world average value B(h*rr”v)= 0.2426 +0.0041, which com-

bines Ref. 3 with the more recent ARGUS[27] and CLEO (Section IV) values,

the absolute branching fractions become B(h*2rr”v)= 0.0844 +0.0015 +0.0039

+0.0014, B(h*3rr”v)= 0.0102 +0.0007 +0.0010 +0.0002, and 8(h*4rr”v)=

0.0015 +0.0005 +0.0005 +0.0001, where the last uncertainty reflects that of

B(h*rr”v). These results are consistent with and more precise than the current

world averages. They are all smaller than previous world averages in Ref. 3,

however, supporting the existence of the one-prong problem. In particular, the

branching fraction for 7 + h*2rr”vr is markedly lower than some recent exper-

iments. [28, 29] The branching fractions for the h*3rr”v and h*4n”u modes are

consistent with theoretical expectations from CVC and isospin. [2, 30]

VI. Conclusions

New, preliminary measurements from CLEO II of the tau mass, electronic

branching fraction, and branching fractions to a single charged hadron ac-

companied by one, two, three, or four explicitly reconstructed rr”’s have been

presented. All the branching fractions are determined with unprecedented pre-

cision. The consistency problem is reduced by the smaller tau m~s, but the

lower value of Be and its smaller errors maintain the discrepancy at more than

two standard deviations. More precise (and smaller) values of B@*rLrrou),

n=l-4, do not help the one-prong problem either, though the magnitude of the

deficit depends in detail on how different experimental resu!ts are combined.

Further mc~urements of these quantities. as WCIIas the lifetime and other
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branching fractions, are needed to understand these discrepancies.
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